Thispaperinvestigatespatentprotectionwhen thereisalongsequenceofinnovationsandfirms repeatedly supersede each other. Therecan be insufficient incentivesfor R&D ifsuccessfulfirms earn marketprofit only until competitors achieve somethingbetter. T o solve this problem, patentsmust provideprotection against futureinnovators. This paper proposesusing a patentabilityrequirement a m i n i m u m innovation size required to get a p a t e n t t o serve this purpose. I s h o w that apatentability r e q u i r e m e n tcan stimulate R&D investmentand increasedynamicefficiency. Intuitively, r e q u i r i n gfirms to pursue largerinnovations can prolongmarketincumbencybecause larger innovationsare harder to achieve. Longermarketincumbency then impliesanincreasedreward to innovation, stimulating R&D investment.
.I n t r o d u c t i o n
Economists have studied the design of patent policy for many years. Following Nordhaus 1969 , the patent-design literature initially examined innovations in isolation, emphasizing the trade-off between creating incentives to conduct R&D and the monopoly distortions resulting from strong patents. Recently, the patent-design literature has addressed two-stage innovation, where a second innovation builds upon the first Scotchmer 1991 ,1996a ,1996b , Green and Scotchmer 1995 , Scotchmer and Green 1990 , Chang 1995 , Matutes, Regibeau, and Rockett 1996 , and Van Dijk 1995 This literature identifies the need to transfer profit from second-generation innovators to initial innovators so that initial innovators have sufficient incentives to invest.
For the most part, however, the patent-design literature has not addressed cumulative innovation consisting of a long sequence of improvements. 1 The question of how to stimulate R&D in a long sequence of innovations is particularly important in light of the recent endogenous-growth literature in particular Grossman and Helpman 1991 , Aghion and Howitt 1992 , Romer 1986 , and Stokey 1995 . This literature examines how investment in an infinite sequence of innovations drives economic growth. However, this literature has made only limited attempts to address the role of patent protection, and how different patent policies might lead to increased or decreased growth. 2 This paper is part of a recent literature that investigates patent design when there is a long sequence of innovations see also O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse 1995 , Hunt 1995 , and Cadot and Lippman 1995 In particular, I show how a patentability requirement a minimum innovation size required to get a patent can stimulate R&D investment in this environment.
The policy solutions for two-stage innovation do not easily apply to a long sequence of innovations because each innovator is both an`initial innovator' ' and a`second-generation innovator.' ' Hence, the problem patent policy must address is not only how to transfer profit to initial innovators but also how to increase profit for each innovator. Furthermore, a crucial determinant of the reward to success is the rate of market turnover. There can be insufficient incentives to conduct R&D because each innovator faces the threat of being superseded by future innovators. Even if patents enable a successful firm to earn large flow profit, without protection from future innovators the firm earns this profit only until another firm introduces a better product. The endogenous-growth literature emphasizes the importance of such`creative destruction,' ' but the rate of market turnover is missing from most of the two-stage patent-design literature. 3 The question arises how can patents provide protection against future innovators.
A possible solution is proposed in O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse 1995: Provide patents with leading breadth a set of superior products that other firms cannot produce without a license from the patentholder. If patents have leading breadth, a successful firm must license from some previous innovators, and these licensing agreements allow firms to consolidate market power and achieve larger industry flow profit. As a result, there is the potential for larger rewards to success which can stimulate R&D investment. However, since leading breadth allows some collusion by firms, the cost of this policy is increased market power.
In this paper, I propose an alternative technique to stimulate R&D investment that relies less on market power. O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse follow most of the R&D literature by taking the innovations that firms pursue as exogenous. In reality, firms can often choose how large an innovation to target. And patent policy can induce firms to choose a larger target by imposing a patentability requirement, or a minimum patentable innovation size. Requiring larger innovations in this way seems feasible since innovation size is at least somewhat observable to the patent office. The patent statute requires that an innovation be described in detail before a patent is issued. La Manna 1992 and Luski and Wettstein 1995 discuss how such a patentability requirement could prevent firms from pursuing suboptimally small innovations. 4 This paper describes another use for a patentability requirement, namely as a mechanism to stimulate R&D spending.
In particular, I show that requiring larger innovations for each generation can induce each firm to increase its R&D spending. Intuitively, a requirement of larger innovations is a form of protection from future innovators. When a firm has an innovation, the reward to success depends on how long it takes other firms to surpass it. Requiring larger innovations can increase the length of market incumbency since larger innovations should be more difficult to achieve. Hence, the reward to a successful innovation is larger and firms invest more. This result implies that patent policy should often require innovations larger than the first-best, where the first-best innovation size is that which a social planner would choose if it could jointly choose innovation size and spending. If firms spend too little at the first-best innovation size, the benefits from increased spending will be first-order while the cost of suboptimally large innovations will be second-order.
Hunt 1995 also finds that a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment in an infinite sequence of innovations. Unlike here, Hunt takes the innovations firms pursue as exogenous. But Hunt points out that if innovation size is stochastic, and successes that are not patentable are lost, then an increased patentability requirement can increase the reward to success because future successes are more likely to be not patentable. Although my result and Hunt's result are two different mechanisms by which a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D, they reflect the same underlying principle: A patentability requirement can increase the reward for R&D by delaying the next patentable innovation. Hunt also describes an institutional change during the 1980's towards a weaker patentability requirement, due in part to a perception that if patents were easier to obtain then more R&D would take place see Hunt's paper for more detail. Hunt's paper and this paper suggest that, in fact, a weaker patentability requirement might retard R&D because there is less protection from future innovators.
A secondary contribution of this paper is that it provides a model of an infinite sequence of patent races in which the market incumbent and outside firms simultaneously conduct R&D. Ramey 1996 provides another such model, where his focus is the implication of the number of firms for the level of R&D investment. Together these papers provide an initial framework for a richer model of infinitely-repeated innovation, in contrast to the endogenous-growth literature as well as O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse 1995 and Hunt 1995 which makes assumptions so that market incumbents do not conduct R&D.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 examines the relationship between patent law and the tools of patent design used here and in the previous R&D literature. This section is not required to understand the model. Section 3 presents the model. Section 4 describes how a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment. Section 5 briefly outlines patent policy with leading breadth, as described by O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse 1995, and discusses how a patentability requirement compares to leading breadth. Finally, Section 6 discusses how a patentability requirement might stimulate R&D in more general settings.
2 .P a t e n t P r o t e c t i o n a n d P a t e n t L a w
The economics literature on R&D has coined several terms related to patent protection:`patent breadth' ',`patent scope' ',`patentability' ', and sometimes simply`patent protection' '. However, the literature is often inconsistent in the use of these terms, and there have been only a few attempts to interpret them in terms of patent law, where none of them explicitly appear. In this section, I discuss patent law and its relationship to the tools of patent design used in the R&D literature.
I begin this discussion with a brief description of patent law, following Merges and Nelson 1990 . See their paper for more detail. A patent application includes both a detailed description of the innovation and a set of claims as to what should be covered by the patent. The patent office will review the application, and grant a patent if the innovation meets the statutory requirements of novelty, utility, and nonobviousness. Each patent has a statutory life of 17 years, and during this time the patentholder can sue for infringement if she believes that another firm is producing a new product that falls within the claims of her patent. Whether or not the new product infringes the patent is decided by the patent courts. If the new product is found to infringe, the producer must cease production and pay the patentholder damages.
Hence, there are two distinct issues in the law concerning patents. First, should a patent be issued? Second, does a new product infringe a given patent? The answer to the first question revolves around the interpretation of the statutory requirements of novelty, utility, and nonobviousness. The question of infringement is more complicated. The law contains several justifications by which a product can be deemed to infringe a patent. Perhaps the most basic test for infringement is the issue of`use of a technology' '. If a product uses a technology covered by the claims of a patent, then the product infringes the patent. However,use of a technology' ' is vague concept, so the courts have a lot of discretion in how to interpret it.
Given the vague meaning of`use of a technology' ', a number of doctrines have evolved in the courts addressing the question of infringement see Merges and Nelson 1990 . First, the doctrines of disclosure and enablement address the validity of the claims of a patent. If a product falls within the claims of a patent, the product infringes the patent. However, for the claims to be valid, the patent must contain information not in the prior art that is required to make the product, and the patent must contain enough information to make the product without significant experimentation. Second, the doctrine of equivalents states that even if a product represents an advance beyond the claims of a patent, it can still infringe the patent if it is essentially an equivalent product. Finally, a s a counterbalance to the doctrine of equivalents, the doctrine of reverse equivalents states that even though a product falls within the claims of a patent, it does not infringe the patent if it represents a major advance that changes the basic nature of the product.
I now attempt to relate patent law to the tools of patent design. As discussed above, there are two distinct issues in the law concerning patents. I interpret these two distinct issues as two distinct tools of patent design. First, the law addresses when a patent should be granted. Hence, one tool of patent design is a patentability requirement a minimum threshold innovation size required to receive a patent. The patentability requirement is determined by the interpretation of the statutory requirements of novelty, utility, and nonobviousness. Second, the law addresses what products infringe a patent. Hence, another tool of patent design is patent breadth the set of products that the courts would find to infringe the patent. In other words, patent breadth specifies a set of products that no other firm can produce without permission from the patentholder i.e., in the form of a licensing agreement. 5 In addition to distinguishing between a patentability requirement and patent breadth, I also interpret patent law as providing two distinct types of patent breadth, as in O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse 1995. Lagging breadth specifies a set of inferior products i.e., products that require no further innovation that would infringe a patent. Leading breadth specifies a set of superior products i.e., products that require further innovation that would infringe the patent. The strength of lagging breadth is determined by the interpretation of the doctrines of disclosure and enablement. The strength of leading breadth is determined by the interpretations of`use of a technology' ', the doctrine of equivalents, and the doctrine of reverse equivalents. Lagging breadth and leading breadth protect an innovator in two different ways. Lagging breadth prevents other firms from imitating the innovator, while leading breadth prevents other firms from superseding the innovator with a small advance. In a sense, the distinction between lagging breadth and leading breadth is purely semantic. However, when innovation involves cumulative improvements, the two types of patent breadth can have very different effects on incentives to innovate because the ability to imitate 5 Patent breadth can specify products that are horizontally and or vertically removed from the patented product. Hence, the term is perhaps misleading because`breadth' ' connotes a horizontal characteristic. Indeed Klemperer 1990 suggests using`breadth' ' to capture only horizontal infringement and`height' ' to capture vertical infringement. Although this terminology is probably more descriptive, the two-stage patent-design literature has used patent breadth to represent vertical infringement to such an extent that I prefer to stick with that terminology here. may differ from the ability to innovate. 6 Each of these tools of patent design has been considered in the R&D literature, but not necessarily by these names. For example, a few authors have recognized a potential use for a patentability requirement Scotchmer and Green 1990 , Hunt 1995 , Green and Scotchmer 1995 , Scotchmer 1996a , La Manna 1992 , Luski and Wettstein 1995 , and Van Dijk 1995 although they have used different names `novelty requirement' ',`nonobviousness requirement' ', or simplỳ`p atentability' '. Even so, much of the literature has ignored the patentability requirement as a tool of patent design by either explicitly or implicitly assuming that any innovation is patentable.
The notion of patent breadth has been used more widely. The terms`patent breadth' ',`patent scope' ', and`patent protection' ' are generally used to mean one of lagging breadth or leading breadth. The literature on isolated innovation in particular see Shapiro 1990 and Klemperer 1990 uses`patent breadth' ' to mean lagging breadth, or infringement restrictions on imitators. Indeed infringement restrictions on future innovators are irrelevant since there are no future innovators. In contrast, the two-stage models of Scotchmer and Green 1990 , Green and Scotchmer 1995 , Scotchmer 1991 ,1996a , Matutes, Regibeau, and Rockett 1996 , and Chang 1995 all focus on leading breadth, and these models implicitly assume very strong lagging breadth. The multistage models of Grossman and Helpman 1991 , Aghion and Howitt 1992 , Segerstrom 1992 , Cadot and Lippman 1995 , and Luski and Wettstein 1995 implicitly discuss lagging breadth but do not consider leading breadth. Finally, in the Merges and Nelson 1990 discussion of patent scope and the law, patent scope encompasses both lagging breadth and leading breadth, but they do not make the distinction.
Hence in addition to patent life there are three tools of patent design: a patentability requirement, lagging breadth, and leading breadth. Lagging breadth puts restrictions on imitators. Leading breadth and a patentability requirement put restrictions on future innovators. The focus in this paper is the role of a patentability requirement. 
R&D Process
Innovation determines the products that firms are technologically capable of producing. Of course, patent protection may restrict the products available to a given firm, as discussed below.
Time is continuous, and at any moment in time firms sell products in an output market. Products differ only in their quality, where product quality can be measured along a single dimension. I assume there is an infinite sequence of innovations that repeatedly increase the maximum technologically feasible quality, a structure which is similar to the quality ladders used by Grossman and Helpman1991 and Aghion and Howitt1992. If q t is the maximum feasible quality after t innovations and t is the size of innovation t, then q t = q t,1 + t . 7 Hence, for each innovation all firms build upon the same base quality. This assumption reflects the disclosure objective of patent law. A firm receives a patent only if it makes its technology available for others to use. For simplicity I assume immediate full-disclosure of innovations in patents. In addition, full-disclosure enables all firms to produce any feasible quality i.e., anyt unless prohibited by patents. In other words, I assume imitation is costless.
For each innovation within the sequence, there is a patent race between N identical firms, indexed by i 2 f 1 ; 2 ; :::; Ng. Innovation occurs according to a Poisson process. For each patent race, firm i will have an arrival rate of innovations i . I f is the elapsed time before firm i has an innovation, then has cumulative distribution F = 1 , e , i and probability density f = i e , i .
Assuming independence, the industry arrival rate is P N i=1 i . The length of each patent race is stochastic, but I refer to each patent race as a period.
During each period, firm i chooses both the innovation size it targets, denoted i , and a level of R&D spending, denoted x i . The firm's arrival rate, which depends on both of these choices, is given by a function , s o i = x i ; i . As is usual for modeling patent races, I assume x 0 and xx 0, where subscripts denote partial derivatives. Increased R&D spending increases the Poisson arrival rate but with decreasing returns. In addition, I assume 0 and 0. Targeting a larger innovation size reduces the Poisson arrival rate, and the magnitude of this reduction increases as innovation size gets larger.
To simplify the analysis, I assume the function is multiplicatively separable in x and . In other words, there exists a function h with h 0 0 and h 00 0 and a function g with g 0 0 and g 00 0 such that x; = hxg. This assumption is sufficient but not necessary for the results. It is a convenient way to limit the cross-partial x so that it does not take on large negative values near the first-best innovation size.
Another assumption is that if a firm wants to patent a quality improvement of size , the best way to do so is to achieve one innovation of size rather than innovations of size 1 . This will be the case if it is difficult to maintain secrecy about any innovations that are not patented or if all innovation sizes in the relevant range are small enough that the magnitude of is small.
Notice that the technology for making quality improvements is stationary in time. In other words, if a firm chooses the same x; in two different periods, its arrival rate will be the same in the two periods. This assumption makes the analysis simpler but is not crucial to the results.
The Output Market
All payoffs to innovation are derived from profits earned in the output market. Suppose there is mass one of consumers who have homogeneous preferences. Firms compete on price, so at any time the most recent innovator will produce the maximum feasible quality and supply the entire market. I will refer to this firm as the market leader and the N , 1 other firms as followers. The qualities available to each follower depend on patents. Suppose the market leader's quality is q L and the highest quality available to any of the followers is q F . Then the market leader's quality gap is , q L , q F . I assume for simplicity that the marginal cost of production is zero, in which case price competition implies that the firm producing quality q F will have price zero. Given the quality gap ,, the questions remain what price p, can the market leader charge, what quantity Qp, do consumers purchase at that price, and what is the static inefficiency or deadweight loss associated with that price-quantity pair.
In general, I do not rely on a specific output-market model. Rather, I assume there is a profit function , that is independent of the specific qualities q L and q F i.e., it depends on only the difference q L ,q F , and satisfies , , for all ,. In addition, I assume there is a deadweightloss function d, such that if the quality gap is , and the market leader sells quality q L , flow welfare can be represented by q L , d,. 8 I will often focus on the case of a linear profit function , = , for some 2 0; 1 . The deadweight-loss function will not play an important role in the analysis of a patentability requirement in Section 4, only in the discussion in Section 5. But I want to emphasize that although the quality gaps created by patents enable the market leader to earn profits, they also may create a static inefficiency.
Although it is not important to understand the output market beyond these basic assumptions, I describe two specific output-market models that give rise to a linear profit function. An extreme version of the output market is the case of inelastic demand. Suppose that at all times each consumer buys at most one unit and receives utility q , p from consuming a product with quality q at price p.
Given firms compete on price, a market leader with quality gap , can charge price p = , . Hence, the profit function is , = , i.e., linear with = 1 . Furthermore, inelastic demand implies no deadweight loss, so d, = 0.
But a linear profit function can also arise without inelastic demand, and with a static inefficiency.
Suppose each consumer purchases at most one quality, but may demand quantity Q 1 of her chosen quality. Suppose further that each person's utility from one unit of q F is q F , and her utility from consuming quantity Q of maximum feasible quality q L is q L , a 2 , 4 1 , Q 2 for some a 0 . If a person chooses quality q L when the price is p, she will purchase quantity Qp = 1 , 2p a 2 , assuming the marginal utility per dollar spent in other industries is constant and equal to one. It is straightforward to show a person prefers quantity Qp of quality q L to quantity one of quality q F if and only if p a,. Then for any a 4 which guarantees that p = a, maximizes profits, we have , = a , 2, and d, = ,. And for any a 4 the profit-maximizing price is p = a 2
Patent Policy
A social planner could achieve the first-best socially optimal outcome by dictating to firms how to conduct R&D. Unfortunately, government policy is constrained to create incentives for R&D with some limited set of policy instruments. This paper focuses on incentives created by patents. A patent has four characteristics: patent life, lagging breadth, leading breadth, and the patentability requirement. I now interpret lagging breadth, leading breadth, and the patentability requirement when product quality is unidimensional.
Suppose the patent on innovation t has lagging breadth K , and leading breadth K + , and that the patentability requirement for innovation t + 1 is P . Lagging breadth specifies a set of inferior products that would infringe the patent, so no other firm can produceany quality between q t , K , and q t without a license. Leading breadth specifies a set of superior products that would infringe the patent, so no other firm can produceany quality between q t and q t + K + without a license.
In other words, rival firms can compete without a license only if they produce a qualityt , K , or a qualityt + K + . The patentability requirement specifies the minimum patentable innovation size for the subsequent generation, so no firm can patentany quality between q t and q t + P . Figure 1 illustrates these concepts. Notice that lagging breadth protects against imitators, while leading breadth and the patentability requirement protect against future innovators. Also, there is no necessary relationship between K + and P . Policy could be such that K + P or K + P . 9 The goal of this paper is to describe how a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment. To focus attention on this issue, I will restrict attention to a limited set of patent policies. First, I will examine stationary patent policies policies under which all generations are treated identically. Second, I suppose all patents have complete lagging breadth, which means that any patentable innovation receives sufficient lagging breadth to protect the entire quality increase facilitated by the innovation i.e., if a patentable innovation has size , the patent will provide lagging breadth K , = . 10 Third, I suppose all patents have infinite lives T = 1. These three restrictions will vastly simplify the analysis, and the basic intuition for how a patentability requirement can 9 If K + P , then a firm can get a patent on a product that infringes a previous patent. In the law, such patents are called`blocking patents' ' o rsubservient patents' ' see Merges and Nelson 1990 . The justification for blocking patents is that if a firm makes a sufficient inventive step beyond a prior technology, then it should receive a patent so that the dominant patentholder cannot steal the innovation. 10 Lagging breadth is a characteristic of a given patent, and as such is independent of who holds previous patents. Note, however, that if a single firm has consecutive innovations on qualities q t and q t+1 , complete lagging breadth on each implies that the firm effectively has the combined lagging breadth of the two patents t + t +1 . stimulate R&D investment holds even when we relax these assumptions. An interpretation of the assumptions of complete lagging breadth and infinite patent life is that this represents the strongest possible protection from imitation. The focus of this paper is protection from future innovators when this is not enough.
I assume throughout that the antitrust authorities prohibit collusive licensing firms entering licensing agreements when, given patent rights, licensing is not required. In other words, the antitrust authorities do not allow licensing when the sole purpose is collusion to increase market profits. For example, suppose firms A and B own respectively the patents on qualities q t,1 and q t . If they enter a licensing agreement to sell quality q t , their combined quality gap would be , = t,1 + t , s o this agreement is desirable from the firms' points of view. The no-collusive-licensing assumption implies that the antitrust authorities allow this licensing agreement only if t K + , in which case firm A could prevent firm B from producing without the agreement.
Finally, there are two cases to consider when there is a patentability requirement and no leading breadth. Followers are always subject to the patentability requirement and therefore only target innovations larger than P given costless imitation. But there are two possibilities for the market leader. The leader may be subject to the same patentability requirement, in which case the leader also only targets innovations larger than P ; or the leader may not be subject to a patentability requirement and is free to target any innovation size. The former will hold if one takes literally the assumption of costless imitation, because then the market leader can profitably market an improvement only if he has a patent on the improvement in addition to the initial patent. 11 Suppose instead that for each generation imitation is costless only for the most recent innovator who is currently producing, while outside firms must pay some imitation cost 0 . Then a follower can profitably market an innovation only if it has a patent, since otherwise the previous innovator i.e., the market leader can costlessly imitate. The market leader, on the other hand, can profitably market an improvement without a patent since all other firms must incur the imitation cost i.e., the previous innovator who can costlessly imitate is the market leader himself. I will consider both possibilities in Section 4.
Equilibrium
The timing of the model is that first the government chooses a patent policy, and then each firm observes the patent policy and chooses a strategy for the infinite sequence of innovations. The goal is to compare the equilibria under different patent policies. I examine subgame-perfect equilibria to the game which follows the government's choice of patent policy. As in the endogenous-growth literature see Grossman and Helpman 1991 and Aghion and Howitt 1992 , there can be multiple equilibria in this model. There can be cycling equilibria where firms alternate between high arrival rates and low arrival rates, and there can be asymmetric equilibria where R&D behavior depends on the identity of the market leader. In order to compare different patent policies, I restrict attention to the stationary symmetric equilibrium, as in the endogenous-growth literature. Note that this restriction per se does not imply that firms behave the same at all times. In particular, it allows that the market leader can behave differently from followers, and it allows that behavior can be contingent on the quality gap ,. In general, a stationary symmetric strategy consists of four functions x F , F , x L , and L such that when the quality gap is , all followers pursue action x F ,; F , and the market leader pursues action x L ,; L ,.
Social Welfare I conclude this section by describing social welfare in this model. Recall that flow welfare when the maximum feasible quality is q and the quality gap is , is q , d,. T otal social welfare is described by W , D, where represents dynamic social welfare i.e., the net benefits from R&D, and D represents the total costs of static inefficiencies. Let q be the market quality at time , and normalize q 0 = 0 . If we let x i ; i be the action for firm i at time , and , be the quality gap at time , then Consider the first-best social optimum in this model. 12 At any point in time, a social planner would choose to produce quantity Q = 1 of the maximum feasible quality, so that there is no deadweight loss. Then the social planner will choose R&D behavior to maximize dynamic social welfare . Since firms have identical R&D capabilities and there is a stationary Poisson innovation process, a social planner would choose the same action for all firms at all times. If all firms choose action x; at all times, then dynamic social welfare becomes And in fact, firms will choose zero spending if x 0; r . For the rest of this paper, I assume x 0; r , s o x 0 and firms spend a strictly positive amount. The focus for most of this paper will be dynamic social welfare, and in particular how a patentability requirement can stimulate dynamic social welfare. I discuss the static inefficiency in Section 5 when I compare different ways to stimulate dynamic social welfare.
4 .T h e R o l e o f a P a t e n t a b i l i t y R e q u i r e m e n t The goal of this section is to describe how a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment and dynamic social welfare. For much of the analysis, I focus on the case of a linear profit function , = ,. I first show that even with the strongest possible protection from imitation i.e., infinite patent life and complete lagging breadth, without protection from future innovators i.e., no patentability requirement and no leading breadth firms tend to underinvest in R&D. I then show that a patentability requirement can both stimulate R&D investment and increase dynamic social welfare relative to no protection from future innovators. I conclude the section by discussing the outcome for a non-linear profit function, and show that a weaker form of the main result that a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment holds even in that case.
To focus on the role of a patentability requirement, I suppose throughout this section that patents have no leading breadth i.e., K + = 0 . I discuss patents with leading breadth in Section 5. When K + = 0, all innovations are noninfringing. Any successful follower enters the output market as the new market leader, and the payoff stream for the previous market leader is terminated. Hence each successful follower earns flow profit until the first success by another firm. 13 Of course a firm may have additional successes while it is market leader, and any such successes can influence R&D behavior afterwards. As outlined in Section 3, a stationary symmetric strategy consists of four functions x F , F , x L , and L such that when the quality gap is , all followers pursue action x F ,; F , and the market leader pursues action x L ,; L ,. However, the following lemma establishes that in equilibrium each follower's R&D behavior is independent of the quality gap. In other words, at all times all followers take the same action.
Lemma 1 There exists an action x F ; F such that x F , = x F and F , = F for all ,.
Proof: Given an infinite sequence of innovations, a stationary Poisson process, and the immediate full-disclosure of innovations in patents, the expected time until a firm has a success is independent of other firms' having successes. Furthermore, in the stationary symmetric equilibrium the value of being a market leader with gap , depends only on ,. Let V L , denote this value. Then if a follower has an innovation of size , the firm's value after the innovation will be V L regardless of when the firm has the innovation. Hence, followers are effectively innovating in isolation the time until a success and the reward to success depend only on that firm's own actions. As a result, x L , and L , are independent of ,, and the value of being a follower is independent of , as well.
2
The assumptions of the model that drive Lemma 1 are the infinite sequence of innovations, the stationary Poisson innovation process, and the full disclosure in patents, which together imply that a follower is completely unaffected by another firm having a success. In particular, before another firm has a success the follower is one Poisson hit away from becoming the market leader, and after another firm has a success the follower is still one Poisson hit away from becoming the market leader.
Lemma 1 allows us to write the value of a firm in a simple way. Let F denote the combined arrival rate of the N , 1 followers, so F N , 1x F ; F . Let V F be the value of being a follower which is independent of the quality gap ,, and let V L , be the value of being a leader with quality gap ,. Since each firm will always maximize the current value of the firm, V F and V L , must satisfy for all ,: 14
An intuitive though slightly incorrect interpretation of these equations is that the instantaneous return of a firm rV must equal the sum of instantaneous profits and instantaneous capital gains. For a follower, instantaneous profits consist of only R&D expenditures ,x F . A follower incurs a capital gain only if it has a successful innovation, which occurs with probability x F ; F , i n which case the capital gain is V L F , V F . For leaders, instantaneous profits consist of market flow profit minus R&D expenditures. And there are two types of capital gains that a leader might incur. First, with probability , x L ,; L , the leader has a success, in which case the firm will become a leader with a bigger quality gap. Second, with probability F a follower has a success, in which case the firm becomes a follower.
Notice counted value of earning profit flow , until the first success by another firm. 16 The second term F r+ F V F represents the discounted value of becoming a follower after the first success by another firm. 17 The third term I, represents the net discounted expected incremental profit from any further innovations while market leader. The first two terms are independent of the leader's behavior, which reflects the intuition from Lemma 1. The market leader can influence neither the behavior of followers nor the expected time until a follower has a success. As a result, the leader will choose R&D behavior purely to maximize the incremental profit from further successes while market leader.
An implication of Lemma 1, therefore, is that there is no`efficiency effect' ' see Tirole 1988 and Newbery 1982 in this model. The`efficiency effect' ' represents that the market leader may have an extra incentive to innovate beyond incremental profits because success may extend the time during which the firm earns profits on its initial advantage. As discussed above, however, Lemma 1 implies that successes while market leader do not affect profits earned on prior innovations. This result reflects an important difference between isolated innovation and repeated innovation. In the single-innovation context as discussed by Tirole and Gilbert and Newbery, a success by the market leader preempts all successes by followers, and thereby extends the time during which the firm earns profits on its initial advantage. In contrast, with repeated innovation and full disclosure a success by the market leader does not affect followers followers just move on to the next generation. 18 Although there is no`efficiency effect' ' in the model, the market leader's behavior could be contingent on the quality gap , because of a`replacement effect' ' again see Tirole 1988 . The`replacement effect' ' represents that the market leader's incremental profit from an innovation depends on his current advantage ,. For example, if is concave then , + , , , 0 + , , 0 for all , , 0 0. As a result, the bigger is the quality gap ,, the smaller is the market leader's incentive to innovate. I return to the case where may be concave at the end of this section, but for most of this section I focus on a linear profit function. If is linear, there is no replacement effect, 16 Earning a flow payoff until uncertain time t that has Poisson has arrival rate F has discounted expected value 18 In fact the`efficiency effect' ' is completely eliminated only if there is an infinite sequence. If there is a`final period' ', then the market leader in that period will have an incentive to preempt followers. And a weaker version of this incentive will hold in prior periods as well. and the market leader's behavior is independent of the quality gap. 
Since x L , and L , are chosen to maximize I they are the same for all ,.
Note that the assumption of complete lagging breadth is crucial to Lemma 2. If lagging breadth is not complete, then the conclusion that linear profits imply no replacement effect is not valid. Specifically, the market leader may have no incentive to innovate because further successes do not change the quality gap. Nonetheless, if outside firms face an imitation cost as discussed in Section 3, then the market leader effectively has complete lagging breadth on further successes.
We are now ready to describe the market outcome without protection from future innovators. Proposition 1 i states that the market leader and followers behave the same. This result follows from there being neither an`efficiency effect' ' nor a`replacement effect' ', as well as from the market leader and followers being treated equally by patent policy. As discussed in Section 1, Ramey 1996 builds a similar model although innovation size is exogenous, and also obtains this result Proposition 7a. More precisely, Ramey assumes the profit function is , = , + for some 0, where represents some rent derived from being market leader. Lemma 2 here would hold with that specification, so the market leader's behavior is independent of the quality gap ,. Then = 0 implies the leader and followers behave the same, and 0 implies the leader has a smaller incentive to innovate because there is now a`replacement effect' '.
Proposition 1 ii demonstrates the threat from future innovators: When there is a long sequence of innovations, firms tend to underinvest without protection from future innovators. Any successful firm receives flow profit only until it is superseded, while the increase to flow social welfare lasts forever. As a result, the private reward to success is less than the social reward, so firms underinvest.
It is interesting to ask why there is always underinvestment in this model, in contrast to the endogenous-growth literature where overinvestment is possible see in particular Aghion and Howitt 1992 and Grossman and Helpman 1991 . This difference can be traced to the absence of the so-called`business-stealing effect' '. Aghion and Howitt and Grossman and Helpman build models where the increment to flow profit from an innovation can be larger than the increment to flow welfare created by that innovation. Intuitively, in their general-equilibrium framework the increment to flow welfare created by an innovation is independent of aggregate income, while the incremental flow profit very much depends on aggregate income. An alternative interpretation is that there is a rent associated with being market leader, as in the Ramey profit specification discussed in the previous paragraph. The`business-stealing effect' ' might also be called the`leadership-rent effect' ': Followers have an extra incentive to innovate to capture the leadership rent.
Hence firms always underinvest in the model because of my assumption that each consumer never pays more than the incremental value of consuming one unit of quality q L rather than one unit of quality q F , so there is no leadership rent i.e., , , see footnote 8. 20 If there were à`b usiness-stealing effect' ' or leadership rent e.g., Ramey's profit function with 0, or my profit function with 1 , then there could be overinvestment. Even so, this paper focuses on the case where there is underinvestment without protection from future innovators, and asks how patents can stimulate R&D investment. 21 I now describe how a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment and dynamic social welfare in this environment. Consider influencing the innovations that firms pursue by imposing a patentability requirement P 0. Recall that the market leader may or may not be subject to the patentability requirement, as discussed in Section 3. For any patentability requirement P , Lemma 1 implies that a follower's action is independent of the quality gap ,. Let F P andx F P denote the innovation size and R&D spending that followers choose at all times as a function of the patentability requirement P . In addition, for any patentability requirement P , Lemma 2 implies 20 The fact that firms target the first-best innovation size can also be attributed to the absence of a leadership rent. A leadership rent would create an extra incentive to become the market leader, so followers would pursue suboptimallysmall innovations. Of course, if the leadership rent were negative, then followers would pursue suboptimally-large innovations. For example, when lagging breadth is not complete and the market leader therefore does not conduct R&D, then being leader means experiencing a period without potential innovations. 21 Whether there is a`business-stealing effect' ' a f fects the question of whether there is underinvestment or overinvestment without protection from future innovators. If there is over investment, then policymakers should reduce protection from imitation by decreasing lagging breadth and or shortening patent life. Tradeoffs similar to those in Shapiro 1990 and Klemperer 1990 should arise. If there is underinvestment, then a patentability requirement and or leading breadth may be called for.
Further, the existence of a`business-stealing effect' ' per se does not affect whether a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment. For example, with Ramey's profit function , = , + , there is a`business-stealing effect' ' and followers may overinvest. But if followers in fact underinvest, a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment as shown in Proposition 4 below. Note that such a patentability requirement is doubly beneficial because without it followers target suboptimally small innovations see footnote 20.
that the market leader's action is independent of the quality gap ,. Let L P andx L P denote the innovation size and R&D spending that the market leader chooses at all times as a function of the patentability requirement P . The following proposition establishes that a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D spending for both followers and the market leader, and this result holds whether or not the market leader is subject to the patentability requirement. Proposition 2 A patentability requirement can stimulate R&D spending Suppose , = ,, and there is a patentability requirement P . i Suppose the market leader is subject to the patentability requirement. Then for any P , L P = F P = P andx L P = x F P ; and there exists P 0 such that dx L dP = dx F dP 0 for all P P 0 .
ii Suppose the market leader is not subject to the patentability requirement. Then for any P , L P = , F P = P , andx L P 6 =x F P ; and there exists P 0 such that 
For any P o = each follower will choose F P = P , and thenx F P is defined by x x F P ; P V L P , V F = 1 . T otally differentiating, we have
There exists P 0 o = such that dx F dP 0 for all P 2 ; P 0 if at P = we have dx F dP 0. The multiplicative separability of implies
,and V F = 0 when P = . Since xx 0 we
Proof of part i : When both followers and the market leader are subject to the patentability requirement, L P = F P = P for any P . From the proof of Proposition 1, whenever Proof of part ii : When the market leader is not subject to the patentability requirement, the market leader will choose x L and L to maximize I = 1
. Clearly, L P = for any P , andx L P is defined by x x L P ; r + F = 1 . , ,x F + x F ; P V L P , and using the envelope theorem, P = implies dV F
The envelope theorem also implies that if P = then
i.e., the value of being the leader is decreasing in the rate of market turnover, and the result follows. 22 2 A patentability requirement stimulates R&D investment by extending the length of market incumbency. When future firms target larger innovations, the expected length of market incumbency increases since larger innovations are more difficult to achieve. Hence the expected reward to any successful innovation increases, inducing firms to spend more.x F is not increasing everywhere because there is a second effect: Since policy is stationary, not only must future firms pursue larger innovations, but also current firms must pursue larger innovations. Targeting a larger innovation lowers each firm's marginal return to spending. If policy requires very large innovations, the lower marginal return to spending can outweigh the increased reward to success and lead to decreased spending.
We can interpret Proposition 2 in terms of effective patent life as defined by O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse 1995. They define effective patent life as the length of time for which an innovator earns a share of market profits. O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse show how leading breadth can extend effective patent life because future innovators will infringe and therefore must license from the current innovator. As a result, an innovator can earn a share of profits even after another firm has a success. Here, a patentability requirement also extends effective patent 22 The result dx F dP 0 at P = will not hold if x takes on large negative values near . The multiplicative separability assumption is sufficient to establish the result, but it is not necessary.
life, but does so in a different way. An innovator's flow of profit is still terminated by the first subsequent success by another firm, but requiring firms to pursue larger innovations increases the expected duration before this occurs.
As discussed in Section 1, Hunt 1995 also finds that a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment, and the intuition there is also that a patentability requirement extends effective patent life. Hunt supposes innovation size is exogenous but stochastic, and a patentability requirement extends effective patent life by delaying the first subsequent patentable innovation where small non-patentable innovations are lost. In contrast, here innovation size is endogenous, and a patentability requirement extends effective patent life by inducing firms to pursue more ambitious R&D projects which on average take longer. In Section 6, I discuss the case where innovation size is endogenous but stochastic, so both effects may be present.
Proposition 2 states that a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D spending. However, i t does so at the cost of introducing an inefficiency in terms of innovation size: Without a patentability requirement firms target the first-best innovation size, and a patentability requirement induces firms to target suboptimally large innovations. Even so, the following proposition demonstrates that as long as the patentability requirement is not too large, dynamic social welfare defined in equation 1 is increasing in the patentability requirement.
Proposition 3 A patentability requirement can increase dynamic social welfare Suppose , = ,, and there is a patentability requirement P . There exists P 00 such that d dP 0 for all P P 00 .
Proof: Given Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we can rewrite dynamic social welfare equation 1 as
I show d dP 0 at P = , from which the result follows. d
We have Proposition 3 implies that imposing a patentability requirement so that firms target innovations larger than the first-best can increase dynamic efficiency. Intuitively, by Proposition 1 when firms target the first-best innovation size , they spend too little. The social benefit of such a patentability requirement is increased R&D spending, but there is a social cost because firms target suboptimally large innovations. The social benefit of increased spending is first-order near since firms spend too little, while the social cost of suboptimally large innovations is second-order.
Propositions 1, 2, and 3 apply for the case of a linear profit function. I now consider the case of a non-linear profit function. In particular, I show that a version of the main result that a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D spending holds even for non-linear profit functions. The following proposition establishes that when the market leader is not subject to the patentability requirement, then a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D spending by each follower.
Proposition 4 Suppose , is everywhere differentiable, and that when P = 0 followers choose action x o ; o . If there is a patentability requirement P o to which the market leader is not subject, then F P = P and there exists P 0 o such that dx F dP 0 for all P P 0 .
Proof: Since the market leader is not subject to the patentability requirement, V L , will be differentiable in P , so a proof analogous to the proof of Proposition 2 is valid. A similar argument will imply that at P = o we have dx Proposition 4 is weaker than Proposition 2 in two ways. First, Proposition 4 does not establish whether the patentability requirement will stimulate R&D investment by the market leader. Intuitively, i f , is non-linear, then Lemma 2 does not hold and the market leader's action can depend on the quality gap ,. Since the patentability requirement will influence the gap ,, it is not clear how the leader's spending will respond. Second, Proposition 4 requires that the market leader not be subject to the patentability requirement. When , is non-linear, with no patentability requirement the market leader may target innovations smaller than those followers pursue. If this is the case, and the market leader is subject to the patentability requirement, then a patentability requirement P o will require a discrete change in the market leader's behavior. As a result, the patentability requirement may significantly reduce the value of being market leader, which in turn can lead to decreased R&D spending by followers.
Proposition 4 implies that a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment even if the profit function is non-linear, when there may be a`replacement effect' ' and or a`business-stealing effect' '. There are three questions to consider when evaluating a patentability requirement in terms of dynamic social welfare. The first is whether there is underinvestment without a patentability requirement i.e., is a patentability requirement called for. If , ,, then there will be underinvestment. But if there is a`business-stealing effect' ' and , ,, then there can be overinvestment and a patentability requirement is unnecessary. The second question is how responsive is R&D investment to a patentability requirement. The answer to this question depends on the relative strengths of two effects by how much is the length of market incumbency extended, and by how much is the marginal return to R&D investment affected by increased innovation size. The final question is how costly in terms of dynamic social welfare is it for firms to pursue larger innovations. In fact,`a replacement effect' ' may imply that firms target suboptimally-small innovations see footnote 20, in which case a patentability requirement may be doubly beneficial.
Of course, this discussion ignores alternative policy tools, and in particular leading breadth. That comparison is the subject of the next section.
5 .A P a t e n t a b i l i t y R e q u i r e m e n t V e r s u s L e a d i n g B r e a d t h This paper describes how a patentability requirement can stimulate R&D investment when there is a long sequence of innovations. O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse 1995 describe how leading breadth can stimulate R&D investment when there is a long sequence of innovations. In this section, I discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the two types of policy. This discussion is by no means meant to be a rigorous comparison. Such a comparison would require significant further modeling a formal model of licensing, a more detailed description of static inefficiencies, further specification of the Poisson arrival rate and is beyond the scope of this paper.
If there is underinvestment without protection from future innovators, then the underlying problem which patent policy must address is how to increase the reward to success for each firm in the sequence of innovations. For the purpose of this discussion, consider the case of a linear profit function, and suppose that market incumbents never conduct R&D. Also, throughout I focus on patents with infinite life and complete lagging breadth. Without protection from future innovators i.e., P = 0 and K + = 0 , the reward to success is r+ F . With a patentability requirement P , the reward to success becomes P r+ F 0 where F 0 F . Hence, a patentability requirement increases the reward to success in two ways: Flow profits are larger because firms target larger innovations, and more importantly the duration of market incumbency is longer. The result can be increased R&D spending.
O'Donoghue, Scotchmer, and Thisse 1995 describe how leading breadth can stimulate R&D by allowing firms to consolidate market power and earn larger market flow profit. A crucial component of such a policy is that leading breadth allows some collusion by firms, and therefore large market flow profit. As a result, leading breadth can potentially be quite effective at stimulating R&D investment. However, this collusion and the resultant market power is costly in terms of static efficiency. To demonstrate this intuition, I discuss a specific policy with leading breadth.
Suppose leading breadth is K + = 2 , so that the patent on quality q t prevents other firms from producing any quality q 2 q t ; q t + 2 , and consider the market outcome when firms target innovation size . At any point in time, producing the maximum feasible quality q 0 requires permission from two firms: The most recent innovator who has the patent on quality q 0 , and one infringed patentholder who has a patent on quality q 0 , . These two firms must enter a licensing agreement. The flow profit available to these two firms is 2 because the highest quality available to another firm is q 0 , 2 , the quality patented by the third-most-recent innovator. The third-most-recent innovator cannot participate given the no-collusive-licensing assumption. These two firms will bargain to determine how this profit will be split. For purposes of the discussion here, I will assume there is a stationary bargaining solution s 1 ; s 2 such that at any time the most recent innovator gets share s 1 and the infringed patentholder gets share s 2 . Then given rate of market turnover F 00 , the reward to successful innovation will be 2 r + F 00 s 1 + F 00 r + F 00 s 2 14 As long as there are no significant licensing inefficiencies, the large market profits created by collusion 2 rather than P create a larger reward to success with leading breadth than with a patentability requirement. In general, the optimal patentability requirement will be on the order of 0 to 50 larger than , and always less than 2 . 24 As a result, leading breadth may be more effective at stimulating R&D spending than a patentability requirement. In terms of dynamic efficiency, then, leading breadth may be better than a patentability requirement in two ways: Leading breadth may be more effective at stimulating R&D spending, and a patentability requirement is costly in that it forces firms to target suboptimally large innovations.
Even so, the discussion up to now has considered only dynamic social welfare. A complete comparison of the two types of policy must consider both dynamic efficiency and static efficiency. Increased static efficiency is associated with a smaller quality gap, which implies decreased market power i.e., the deadweight-loss function d, is increasing in ,. In the simple world here where market incumbents do not innovate, the quality gap with a patentability requirement P is always P , and the quality gap with K + = 2 is always 2 . Since d2 d P , we have the basic trade-off foreshadowed above. Leading breadth may be better in terms of dynamic efficiency because it allows some collusion and therefore increases total available profit, but a patentability requirement is better in terms of static efficiency because collusion and market power are costly. It is therefore unclear which type of policy is better in terms of total efficiency. The answer will depend on how costly is market power, how costly are suboptimally large innovations, and what is the specific licensing outcome. As mentioned above, a rigorous analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. But we can make a few further comments about this comparison.
First, since leading breadth relies on increased profits created by licensing agreements, the effectiveness of leading breadth can be undermined by licensing inefficiencies. In fact, two types of licensing inefficiencies might arise in this environment. First, for some reason the firms might not divide the entire surplus. For example, there might be transactions costs, or incomplete information leading to delay. These licensing inefficiencies can be represented by s 1 + s 2 1. In addition, O'Donoghue 1996 points out that even if every individual licensing agreement is effi-cient s 1 + s 2 = 1, licensing can be inefficient across time because each innovator's payoffs are backloaded i.e., s 2 is larger than s 1 . Initially, an innovator earns a small share of profit because his innovation infringes on previous patents, but later the innovator earns a large share of profits when future innovations infringe his patent and not previous patents. 25 If any of these licensing efficiencies are particularly large, leading breadth may be worse than a patentability requirement even in terms of dynamic efficiency. 26 In addition, leading breadth may create problems for antitrust policy. A patentability requirement regime is a world where no collusion is allowed by the antitrust authorities. On the other hand, the leading breadth regime is a world where some collusion is allowed. Allowing some collusion may be problematical if there are observability problems in terms of what is an`innovation' '. For example, two firms might create`innovations' ' that have no value to consumers, but the`innovations' ' enable the firms to get patents and collude.
Finally, I note that a patentability requirement may be effective when used in conjunction with leading breadth. The reward to success under policy K + = 2 depends on the rate of market turnover F 00 see equation 14. A patentability requirement can force firms to target larger innovations and therefore decrease F 00 . As long as s 2 is not significantly larger than s 1 , slowing the rate of market turnover will increase the reward to success, just as in Section 4.
.D i s c u s s i o n
This paper proposes that requiring larger innovations can stimulate R&D when there is a long sequence of innovations. Intuitively, i f e f fective patent life is determined endogenously by when other firms achieve a sufficiently better product, requiring future innovators to achieve larger innovations can extend effective patent life.
An important question for this paper is how to implement the policy recommendations. Clearly, in reality one cannot quantify the patentability requirement or leading breadth to the extent done in this paper. Even so, one can still make qualitative policy recommendations should a patentability requirement or leading breadth be stronger or weaker. Indeed, Hunt 1995 describes a conscious decision in the 1980's to make the patentability requirement weaker, and it is interesting to ask whether this was a good decision. More generally, the patent office and the patent courts are repeatedly assessing whether a patent should be or have been granted. To answer this question, they must have some notion of the`strength of the patentability requirement' ' in mind.
I now conclude by discussing how the results might carry over to more general settings than the model described in this paper. First, I assume that the number of firms is exogenous. Suppose instead that there is free entry and a fixed cost to R&D. A common result is that entry leads to increased industry R&D investment, although each firm may spend less for example see Hunt 1995 and Ramey 1996 . If a patentability requirement makes R&D more profitable, thereby encouraging entry, its effectiveness is enhanced. But if a patentability requirement makes R&D less profitable, thereby encouraging exit, its effectiveness is mitigated. Unfortunately, it is not obvious which of these occurs.
In the model, there is no`efficiency effect' ', in large part due to the memoryless Poisson innovation process. Suppose instead the R&D process is cumulative so that market leader successes temporarily decrease the probability of success for followers. Then there is an`efficiency effect' ': The market leader may spend a lot to preempt followers, and this can discourage spending by followers. Even so, the basic intuition should hold: A patentability requirement will prolong market incumbency and therefore stimulate R&D investment. However, it may be optimal to condition the patentability requirement on the quality gap so as to encourage market turnover when the gap becomes large.
I use a very specific model of the risk of R&D projects all uncertainty concerns when a success occurs. Obviously, there are alternative models. For example, R&D projects might involve a fixed investment time but uncertain success where firms abandon failed projects. Even so, the essential condition needed for the main result is that firms jointly choose how ambitious a R&D project to pursue and how much to spend on that project.
Finally, suppose innovation size is stochastic as in Hunt 1995, but endogenous. In other words, each firm chooses a target innovation size, but there is uncertainty in the actual innovation size, where both the probability of success and the distribution of actual innovation sizes is determined by the target. In this environment, a patentability requirement may be more effective than in the basic model since the mechanism discussed in Hunt and the mechanism discussed here may both be at work. Furthermore, there may be an important reason to provide leading breadth in con-junction with a patentability requirement. Small innovations may occur even with a large target, and those that do not surpass the patentability requirement may be discarded. Leading breadth in conjunction with a patentability requirement may imply that firms can license these ideas to the market leader, so they are not lost.
